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A FRIEND recently Googled her date’s email address and 

was rewarded with a nasty surprise — he’s a member of 

a Hungarian pornography website.

That set me thinking (especially with Valentine’s 

Day round the corner) — before going into a rela-

tionship, or even going for a first date, should we 

first check the information highway for some 

tidbits, just in case a potential partner turns 

out shady?

Such a practice is not uncommon and only 

takes a few clicks.

Besides search engines like Yahoo! 

and Google, there are social search tools 

like Yauba (www.yauba.com) and Whos-

Talkin? (www.whostalkin.com) that help 

you to comb places from blogs to social 

networks for juicy details on your target’s 

online footprint.

It could be as easy as entering the person’s 

full name or nickname.

Running a search on the name can lead you to 

a goldmine of information — his Facebook or Twitter 

accounts, photos on Flickr, his blog.

And even if your to-be squeeze isn’t an active neti-

zen, there might be clues scattered around by Facebook 

addicts who tirelessly tag everyone in their photos.

Before you know it, you could have a database of 

tweets, Facebook status updates, photos, wall posts and 

blog entries — almost enough to compile an FBI biodata 

file.

But wait — before you begin, you have to make an 

important decision. Doing a background check might 

seem like a good idea but what are the implications?

To use a Matrix analogy, taking the red pill can raise 

any red flags present in his online footprint — numer-

ous photos with pretty girls could brand him a flirt, for 

example — and save you from possible danger.

Or, if you like what you see, this arsenal of informa-

tion can be used to impress Mr Desirable. Besides, who 

can really resist accessing these “records” once you know 

they are out there?

But having too much information about your date 

before you even meet in real life may not always be a 

good thing.

For starters, since you have already “got to know” 

him, could your “first date” really be called that? Will 

this knowledge of his wants and likes lead you to act like 

his “type” — consciously or sub-consciously?

Ingesting the blue pill could give you the clean slate 

needed to start an open, honest relationship. But if there 

is no happy ending, would you wonder whether things 

would be different if you had done some “homework” 

before signing up?

Me? I’ll take the red pill. Every time an opportunity 

arises for me to play detective, I would shrug, think “why 

not?”, and enter my search terms.

After all, we are in the Information Age and it makes 

more sense to me that we arm ourselves with some in-

formation before risking getting ourselves hurt.

Point oF View

www.eVernote.CoM
Have you ever wished for photographic memory? 
Evernote, a nifty note-taking web/mobile application, can 
elevate your faculties to near elephant-like status.

It boasts more than 2 million users and makes your 
notes accessible from various platforms and devices. 

The coolest thing about it is also what sets it apart 
from similar note-taking applications — it makes whatev-
er text in uploaded images searchable, even handwriting.

Although not perfect, I find that the handwriting rec-
ognition works pretty well as long as you write reasonably 
legibly and take clear photos under decent lighting condi-
tions.

Your notes can come in a variety of formats — typed 
text, snapshots of hurried scribbles, photos of notable 

places or items, PDF files, and even audio clips.
Evernote offers numerous ways to create new notes. 

With a bit of configuration, you can email, tweet or log 
into the website to file away the bits and pieces of your 

life for future access.
By downloading the free applications on its website, 

you can view and create notes from your smartphone or 
computer.

When surfing the Net, you can even use the Web 
Clipper application for your browser to quickly grab 
selected parts or entire webpages, and upload each as a 
note.

Free Evernote accounts come with a monthly upload 
limit of 40MB.

If you need more memory, you can upgrade to a 
Premium account for US$5 ($7.05) a month or US$45 a 
year to get 500MB worth of uploads, along with other 
enhanced features like offline access to notes for iPhone 
and iPod Touch users and no advertisements. May Chua
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would you searCh online For  
More about ProsPeCtiVe Partner?

saMuel Chandra 
balakrishnan, 30, 
assoCiate leCturer
I suppose I would use such methods to 
find out about anyone and not just a 
partner. However, I don’t think social 
media networks give an accurate idea 
of an individual’s personality. What helps is, for example, 
you find someone with similar interests — it gives you a 
common topic to discuss ... Here is where good old dating 
comes about and can never be replaced.

sharina shah, 22, 
FreelanCe eMCee
If I have the time, I would do so. But 
you cannot judge (a person) solely on 
the online clues you find. You should 
always find out more about the person 
by going out with him, having heart-
to-heart talks, noticing his behaviour and actions. The 
online clues are like a surface; you have to go under-
neath that surface to strengthen your judgment.

andrew ong, 32, 
ProjeCt Manager
Yes, I would. This would provide some 
clues on what sort of person she is. I 
think online tools are effective for reach 
but not depth. In reality, the only effec-
tive way of truly knowing a person and 
becoming friends is taking it offline.

jon ang, 27, 
MusiC direCtor
Getting information about the oppo-
site party online gives us an edge, but 
it can also make us forget the thrill of 
the chase. The thrill of the unknown 
— where one gets to know the other 
slowly. Technology skips this process and thus doesn’t 
leave any space for our imagination. And because we 
have so much information about the other person, we 
will have less to unveil when we go out on dates.

SKElETOnS In yOur daTE’S cupbOard?
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